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THE *GIPARU* OF UR AS A PARADIGM FOR GENDER-RELATED TEMPLE TYPES IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST

MANFRED BIETAK

Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna

In a project subsidized by the ERC, the origin of the Hyksos elites who ruled Egypt is addressed within eight research tracks comprising archaeological, historical and bio-archaeological methods. One of these research tracks incorporates a comparative architectural study. This essay, which I dedicate to my longtime friend and esteemed colleague Lawrence Stager, is the result of a part of this study, focusing on specific examples of sacred architecture in Avaris, capital of the Hyksos, and in the Levant and Mesopotamia. Avaris/Tell el-Dab’a is one of few Middle Bronze Age II sites with a sacred precinct in which a Broad-Room temple with a cult niche stands side-by-side with a Bent-Axis temple (Fig. 1). It seems clear that both shrines were of Near-Eastern type and originate

---

Fig. 1. The temple precinct of Area A/II at Tell-el-Dab’a (illustration by Nicola Math)
Fig. 2. The precinct with the Ziqqurat of Nanna-Sin at Ur in the Old Babylonian and the Kassite Period (after Heinrich 1982, fig. 306)
from a population of foreigners of the Near East, settled in Egypt in the time of the late Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate period. Each temple seems to have been dedicated to a different divinity. As no inscriptions or cult objects were found which would indicate to which divinity each temple belongs, one has to employ other means to identify the gods to whom these shrines were dedicated.

Besides the Uruk type of temple, conceived mainly as a Middle-Room house with niched façades, the Broad-Room-, the Long-Room- and Bent-Axis temples were the most important types of sacred architecture in the Ancient Near East. They can also be found incorporated within the Middle-Room house category. In this article, we concentrate on the possible gender type identification of the Broad-Room- and the Bent-Axis temples. One key to understanding how different temple types may have been tied to specific kinds of divinities with a gender connotation, is the temple complex of the moon god Nanna Sin at Ur where it seems, at least in the second half of the 3rd and in the 2nd millennium BCE, that Broad-Room temples were built for gods and Bent-Axis temples for goddesses. Such a kind of pair dedication can be identified at this site in two cases.

The Ziqqurat of Nanna-Sin and the Temple of Ningal at Ur (Tell Muqaiyir)

This Ziqqurat is one of the best-preserved in Mesopotamia and goes back to the Early Dynastic period (Fig. 2). The major building phase is dated to the time of the Ur III Dynasty under the kings Ur-Nammu and Šulgi in the 21st century BCE. The building was repaired and changed repeatedly until the end of the Neo-Babylonian period. It was devoted to the most important divinity of Ur, the Moon-god Nanna-Sin. The precinct and its temples are all oriented with their corners according to the cardinal points.

The Ziqqurat covered a rectangle of 62.5 x 43 m² and can be reconstructed from the Ur III period onwards as a mound with three steps. On the uppermost step stood the temple which is, however, not preserved. It is reconstructed as a Broad-Room shrine because the rectangular upper terrace dictates a rectangular temple and the ramp with the steps meets all the terraces together in the middle and therefore strongly suggests the entrance to the shrine was in the middle of its façade. Therefore, it must have been a Broad-Room temple. There were other temples on terraces where the ramp meets the platform asymmetrically at one side of the façade. In such a case, in all likelihood, a Bent-Axis temple can be reconstructed.

The sanctuary of Ningal, the consort of Nanna-Sin, is preserved only from the Kassite period (Fig. 3). It is situated at the southeastern side of the Ziqqurat and is attached to the southeast casemate walls of the courtyard of the Nanna-Sin Temple. It is possible, or even likely, that this temple replaced an older one, as the Ziqqurat goes back to the Archaic period, and as there was a Giparu precinct (see below) that goes back at least to the Ur III period, to the south of the Ziqqurat compound.

The sanctuary of Ningal was constructed of baked bricks. It had a square instead of a long procella and is only a peripheral representative of the Bent-Axis temples, but its access from the side with a bent-axis to the right classifies this building clearly as a Bent-Axis temple in a Middle-Room

Fig. 3. The Ziqqurat of Ur with the reconstructed Broad-Room Temple (after Heinrich 1982, 223 and Woolley 1939, pl. 84)
scheme. While Ernst Heinrich identifies this shrine because it is combined with a courtyard as a “Hürdenhaus Anlage,” Walter Andrae identifies it as a “Herdhaus” which in his terminology is a Bent-Axis temple; in this case it is endowed additionally with a courtyard in front. The courtyard seems to have been added after the temple was constructed.

The access to the courtyard and the temple was from the northeast, the same approach as the Ziqqurat. The doorway with pilasters, an altar and a podium following the entrance and the doorway to the temple, also between two pilasters, are axially arranged. The squat courtyard of c.15.10×13.50 m has rooms along its north side — possibly for storage of objects needed for the cult.

The nearly square temple of c. 15.2×17.2 m has niched facades with fortified corners. It could be considered as a Middle-Room-building. The dedication to Ningal and the builder-king Kurigalzu is secured by stamped bricks with the text of the foundation legend. The entrance leads into a narrow vestibule and the square central room (c. 4.5×5 m), which in a Bent-Axis temple is normally a slim rectangular transversing procella or single-room shrine. It has benches along its southwestern walls. The cella is oriented towards the Ziqqurat and is a Broad-Room of c. 5×1.5 m with a cult podium. Parallel to the orientation of the Ziqqurat towards the southwest, there is a second cella; it is a Broad-Room with a niche and a cult podium. At its northwest side is a deep side-room, probably a sacristy. From the vestibule and the procella there is access to three more rooms that may have served to store cultic paraphernalia.

The Giparu of the Ur III till Old Babylonian period at Ur

This building requires a lengthier discussion as it contributes to our understanding of the combination of temple typologies tied to the gender of specific divinities and their relationship to each other. It incorporates rooms of different functions together with two shrines, one a Bent-Axis and the other a Broad-Room temple.

This precinct is situated south of the Ziqqurat compound and was found below the Kassite

Fig. 4. The Temple of Ningal of the Kassite Period at Ur (after Heinrich 1982, fig. 301)
Giparu. It was destroyed at the end of the Ur III period and renewed and repaired several times afterwards. It is accessible from the south side of the courtyard of the Ningal Temple where a rabbeted doorway leads via one of the peripheral casemate chambers of the Ziqqurrat precinct out of the southeast gate of this compound directly to the northwest entrance of the Giparu. This southeast gate of the sacred precinct of Nanna-Sin was fortified by two towers, enclosing a rabbeted entrance niche.

The so-called Giparu was the abode of the entu-priestesses. From among them the human consort of the god Nanna was chosen for the ritual of the “sacred marriage,” which is supposed to have taken place in the Giparu. Therefore, this precinct was closely related to the divine consort of this god, Ningal. Among the priestesses’ duties was also to provide for the comfort of Ningal. This relationship explains the architectural connection between the Ningal Temple and the Giparu (see below). It seems therefore possible, that the court and the doorways served processional rituals.

The Giparu is a unique and nearly square compound of 79 × 76.50 m (corresponding to c. 150 × 145 cubits). Originally, a true square plan may have been intended, but the southeast enclosure wall of the Ur III period made the shortened version imperative. For this reason, the builders of the enclosure wall of the Giparu had in its southeast omitted a niched façade as it would have been invisible. The enclosure had a thickness of c. 5 m, its northwest side even 6.50 and 7 m.

The enormous enclosure walls should not be interpreted as an example of defensive architecture, but should be considered as having served rank and importance. Between the inner precinct and the enclosure walls with niches, there is a corridor of c. 1.50–2 m width. Along the southeast enclosure wall there was, for reasons mentioned above, no space for this corridor. Another corridor that transverses the compound southeast of its median line in a northeast-southwest direction divides the precinct into two parts. The southeast part is dominated by a Broad-Room temple with a courtyard while the north half is dominated by a shrine in form of a so-called Hearth-House — a Bent-Axis temple with two courtyards in its east and a bipartite building in between the two yards. Most probably, the Bent-Axis Shrine was at the same time the residential building for the entu-priestess. The northern part of the Giparu and its surrounding corridor were accessible by a north gate without pilaster fortification. The southern part could be entered from a separate south gate with pilaster fortification. This difference must have had a meaning that still has to be established.

Let us turn to the temple in the southern part first: A procella (C20) leads to a Broad-Room cella (C22) of equal size (both c. 12.50 × 3 m). In the middle of its back wall is a rabbeted niche that leads to an adyton (C27) towards the southwest, which is also the cult direction of the Ziqqurrat north of the Giparu. The adyton was created on a much higher level than the cella and was approachable by stairs on the left side of its access. It had a low podium for a statue of modest size. Left of the adyton is another even slightly larger room (C28) with a low platform inside that occupied half of this room. The absence of a rabbeted doorway means it should not be considered as a shrine. As it lacks the usual position of a sacristy, which is normally positioned at a right angle to the shrine, it is also not this sort of room, beside which a sacristy (C23) can be found at the northwest (right) small wall of the cella. Following a suggestion of Leonard Woolley, Penelope Weadock thinks that Room C28 was endowed with a bedstead where the sacred marriage was ritually performed.

The cella and the procella had both rabbeted doorways leading from the rectangular courtyard (C7) to the adyton while the entrance to the courtyard had a rabbeted niche leading to Vestibule C3 and to the outside. Also, the other doorways of the courtyard are directed with their rabbeted niches to the outside. Of special interest is a very wide doorway to the southeast, leading to Room C8, which belongs to the peripheral rooms. A blind rabbeted niche (false doorway) points in the same direction towards the neighbouring satellite Room C11. Opposite it, to the northwest, is a rabbeted doorway leading to Room C13 that provides, via the neighbouring Room C14, access to the traversing corridor and to the other part of the Giparu.

In the courtyard of the Broad-Room temple,
Leonard Woolley found bases of statues, basins and an altar just in front of the entrance to the procella. To the right of it, against the wall of the procella, were four more bases of statues or stelae. Near the entrance into the courtyard from the northeast was once set up a stela of King Hammurabi. In the north corner of the courtyard a basin was found, most likely for ritual purification before proceeding to the inner part of the sanctuary. All the doorways from the niche until the entrance to the court were in-line with the axis of the temple. The vestibule (C3) was, however, not accessible axially, but from its southeast side, thus creating a bent-axis entrance. Most likely this layout had topographical reasons. The entrance from the southeast is fortified by two pilasters. This temple is enclosed on both sides at its northwest and southeast by a succession of narrow rectangular chambers, in the southeast with two rows, in the northwest with one row.

Behind the Holy of Holies is a long traversing room (C31), accessible from the southeast satellite rooms. The latter seem to be storerooms and the former is the most remote unit and is situated directly behind the sanctuary. It could be tentatively identified as the treasure house of the temple. Because of its position just behind the shrine, it could equally have served as the most secret room for the “sacred marriage” ritual. To the north of it is a well-preserved kitchen of three rooms (C32-C34) with direct access via the traversing separation corridor to two middle-room units (B5-B8 and A20-A24) and the Bent-Axis building (A26–35) in the northwest half of the compound.

Fig. 5. The Giparu belonging to the holy precinct of Nanna-Sin at Ur in the Ur III- and Larsa times (after Heinrich 1982, fig. 248)
The westernmost units (C35-C43) of the southeast half of the Giparu are badly preserved and mysterious, especially as there is a corbel-vaulted subterranean chamber (C43) which may have been a tomb. It cannot be ruled out, that it belonged to an older phase of the Giparu.

The northwest part of the Giparu consists of two zones. The north one is a Middle-Room house, which was arranged like a Bent-Axis temple (A26–35), with two squat courtyards (A16 and A6) in front of it, separated by a building (A2–5) which must have served for purification rituals involving submersion into water. It consists of two rectangular units (A2-A4 and A3–4) providing access from the precinct with the Ziqqurat — the Nanna-Sin Temple.

In the southern zone, in its northeast, is a block in form of a house with tombs (A11–15, B9–15), the latter serving most likely as the final resting place for the entu-priestesses. In the centre of this zone follows a Middle-Room-building (A21–24) which may have served, according to Ernst Heinrich, as a kind of refectory for the repasts of the entu-priestess and her entourage, because it has a near connection to the aforementioned kitchen (C32). By the thickness of its walls it belongs to the northern building unit with the Bent-Axis building (A26–35). The westernmost unit seems to have served a cultic function. It consists of a small double sanctuary whose cellae (B3–4) had rabbeted doorways. Each cella had a cult podium against its northeast wall. In front is a common procella (B1) with an asymmetrically positioned entrance that has a rabbeted niche leading to the outside, to a vestibule (B1) with a rabbeted entrance, parallel to the traversing corridor of the Giparu. Northeast of the double shrine is a kind of Middle-Room building (B5–8) with two opposite entrances from the north and the south into long narrow vestibules (B6, B8). The southeast entrance also had a rabbeted doorway, which indicates ritual use. This building is surrounded on all sides by corridors (B5), and in the south by the major traversing separation corridor through which it had short access to the kitchen (C32). The kind of rituals that were performed in this quarter is unknown. The middle room (B5–8) may have had a connection to the double shrines (B3-B4) which are directed towards the Bent-Axis building (A26–35) which we believe, following Ernst Heinrich, was the residence of the entu-priestess. One may think therefore of an ancestors’ cult. In the midst of the middle Room B7 were three stelae with the statement that king Amar-Sin of the IIIrd Dynasty of Ur endowed this for the goddess Ningal. He was the brother of Me-Enlil who had been most likely an entu-priestess. This inscription, which is important for chronological reasons, shows the royal origin of the entu-priestess and the involvement of the dynasty in sacred architecture.

The northwestern zone of the precinct is the most important for the present discussion. A building in its southwest end has all the affinities of a Bent-Axis temple, conceived as a Middle-Room house. It has an elaborately niched façade towards the northeast with two rabbeted entrances. After passing two vestibules (A27, A28) with attached side rooms to the northwest and southeast, an elongated procella (A30) is accessed. Directly opposite the north entrance via A28 is a broad podium with steps, which had pedestals at both sides, most probably for officiating royal statues. In the southeast half of the procella, Woolley found a long rectangular mudbrick construction which probably served as a pedestal for a stela. On the floor of this room a fragment of a calcite vase with the inscription “to Ningal for the life of (king) Sumu-Ilu...” was found. At the northwest end of the hall, three steps lead to a wide rabbeted doorway and a small room (A31), whose entrance has all of the attributes of a shrine except that there is no cult podium. If we follow Ernst Heinrich in his interpretation of this building as residence of the entu-priestess, this would be the location of the patroness’ throne. Heinrich thinks of a sleeping room, but the position is too open and the room too small for such an identification. The better candidate for the sleeping room is the long unit (A33–35) at the northwest end of the building. It is accessible from a square anteroom, which also provides access on the opposite southwestern side to Room A35, perhaps a bathroom. Rooms A33 and A35 were both paved. The next adjoining room southeast of the hall (A32) and opposite the supposed throne room would have been suitable for a maid servant. It is a place from where one could overlook the hall, the “sanctuary”
(A31), and the entrance to the supposed sleeping room. As it was in all likelihood a residential building, access from the kitchen was provided via the southeast vestibule A27, its sub-room A26 and the corridor A25, leading to the traversing corridor of the building and directly to the spacious kitchen C32. The northern vestibule A28 was controlled from its northwest by Room A29, which could at the same time have been the sleeping room for another attendant of the entu-priestess.

The first courtyard (A16) in front of the temple/residence is nearly square and led through a doorway in the middle of its southeast wall via a short corridor directly to the southwest wall of middle Room A22 of the supposed refectory and via another doorway to its vestibule (A21). At the northwest face of the courtyard are two doorways at the left and right end. The left one leads with five steps to the rectangular Room A19 with a basin in its left back corner. The entrance was not rabbeted but its wide entrance was endowed with pillars. Perhaps it was a bathroom for those who lived nearest to the entu-priestess. Room A18 behind the right doorway of the northwest side of the courtyard was wide and rectangular and could have provided a sleeping room for a further attendant of the patroness.

Between the two courtyards (A6 and A16) of the temple/residence of the entu-priestess stood the aforementioned building for purification. It consisted of two elongated rectangular rooms (A4 and A5). Besides separating the two courtyards they also provided access to the outside, to the northwest entrance from outside, which was the main gate of the whole complex. This building was accessible from both sides by two doorways each of which provided direct connection between the two courtyards.

The second courtyard A6 is the same size as A16; it is nearly square and has doorways to rooms of different sizes (A7-A10) in the northwest and northeast. The long room (A9) was dominated by a long horizontal canal which issued into a shaft. It may have served washing or sanitary purposes for the entourage of the entu-priestess who were perhaps accommodated around this courtyard.

The Giparu was rebuilt in Kassite times. Again, the residence of the entu-priestess is a Middle-Room house with the two courtyards in front of it, separated by a dividing building that was used, perhaps again, for purification. The poor preservation of the complex does not allow us to identify a temple in the southern quarter as in the case of its predecessor.

**Interpretation of the Giparu complex**

The Giparu was the residence of the entu-priestess officiating as the goddess Ningal, consort of god Nanna-Sin. This explains why her residence is in the shape of a temple with bent-axis in the mode of a Middle-Room building, adorned with rabbeted entrances. As the temple of Ningal is already present further north in this precinct, just southeast of the Ziqqurat, at least in the time of the Kassites, but seems to have existed earlier, it is illogical to identify the second temple in the southeast of the Giparu also as a temple of Ningal. The type of this temple as a Broad-Room with a niche would speak in favour of a male god who could have only been the consort of Ningal, Nanna-Sin. All the textual material found in this temple is not sufficient to identify this building as a temple for Ningal.

The whole precinct should be conceived as the residence of the entu-priestess — a palace in which its patroness, who was of royal descent and had divine status, lived with the god as his divine consort. The concept of a royal palace in which a temple of a god is incorporated is well-known from texts and architecture in the Ancient Near East. Also the burial of the entu-priestesses in her abode reminds us of royal burials in palaces in Syria. Altogether, the Giparu shows us the duality of two temple concepts: the Broad-Room and the Bent-Axis temples as abodes of a divine couple.

**More examples of combination of the Broad-Room and Bent-Axis temples**

More examples for the combination of these two temple types as abodes for pairs of divinities can be found in Nippur, with a series of rebuilding that dates, however, to the 3rd millennium BCE (Fig. 5). Ex-votos such as stone bowls with inscriptions dedicated to Inanna help to identify the Bent-Axis temple as a shrine of this goddess.
In Ebla, beside the MB I-II Long-House temple attributed to Ishtar Eblaitu, a building is situated, the so-called “Priest-Barracks,” which looks, however, like a typical Bent-Axis temple, very similar to Temple II at Tell el-Dab’a (Figs. 1 and 7). The supposed sanctuary — its *cella* — in the west has a receding front wall like its comparable counterpart at Tell el-Dab’a. The *procella* has two breaches in the front wall, one on the right side of the front wall and the other near the entrance to the supposed Holy of Holies. These breaches are exactly in positions where one would expect entrances or an entrance and exit. The right-hand breach is funnel shaped towards the inside and the second breach is funnel shaped towards the outside. They look like negatives of doorframes which had been removed by looters or for other building projects in the precinct. They seem to suggest an entrance and an exit as found at the front wall of Temple II at Tell el-Dab’a. On the right-hand side of the façade, there is a projecting element. Inside is a division wall that looks like the typical foundations for a staircase. It is within the remains of the so-called “Priest-Barracks” in a similar position as the foundations of the staircase-tower of Temple II at Tell el-Dab’a. The end wall in the west of the *cella* is missing. The ends of the side walls of the sanctuary seem to lean against the eastern long wall of the Ishtar Temple. This arrangement is unusual. Could it be that the end wall was chopped off by the MB I-II Ishtar Temple? If so, then the “Priest

---

Fig. 6. The Twin Temple at Nippur (after Heinrich 1982, fig. 211)

Fig. 7. The holy precinct of Ishtar at Ebla (after Matthiae 2016, fig. 18)
Barracks” preceded the Long-House temple, although while the latter building also dates to MB II, a construction date already in MB I is possible. If the “Priest Barracks” preceded the Long-House temple, then this building could have been also its functional predecessor. This association would be more in keeping with the parallels of the Temples of Ishtar in Mari in Assur and in Nuzi which all had been Bent-Axis temples, some of them conceived as Middle-Room houses, some endowed with courtyards. If the Long-Room temple and the “Priest Barracks,” which we identify as a Bent-Axis temple, existed contemporary side-by-side, then they would fulfill to some extent the juxtaposition we have met at the Giparu and in Nippur, except that one shrine is a Long-Room and not a Broad-Room, and the gender identification would be reversed.

**Conclusion**

Broad-Room temples may have been the shrines of male gods, in Syria the Storm-God. The temples of the Storm-God in Hazor/Areas A and H, in Aleppo, and in Ugarit were all Broad-Room shrines. There is perhaps another, but unusual, combination of a Broad-Room and Bent-Axis temple within one building in Late Bronze Age Tell Brak (Fig. 7), dedicated most likely to the Hurrian Storm-God Teshub and, possibly, the back part of this shrine with a bent-axis plan was dedicated to his consort, the goddess Shaushka, associated with the goddess Ishtar of Nineveh.

While separate temples of the same kind are attested as abodes of divine couples, such as double Long-House temples in antis, double Broad-Room temples and double Bent-Axis temples, it appears that certain types of temples acquired gender connotation, at least in the late third and in the second millennium BCE. This finding may be further elaborated and may lead to a better understanding of the meaning of sacred architecture. At the same time, the distribution of the combination of Broad-Room and Bent-Axis temples (Fig. 8) shows that religious concepts, coined in Mesopotamia, reached the eastern Nile Delta before and during Hyksos rule, and were firmly established there together by a Western Asiatic population that settled in Egypt by the late Middle Kingdom. It seems most likely that the northern Syrian Storm God and Ishtar/Astarte were the divinities introduced at that time in Egypt and were most likely the gods of the Temples II and III in Tell el-Dab’a. A cylinder seal of local production with the representation of the northern Syrian Storm God as overlord of the sea and patron of the sailors was found in Tell el-Dab’a in a 13th Dynasty context.

The place of origin of the architectural realisation of the divine duality seems to have been Mesopotamia. The concept was directly exported to the eastern Nile Delta by Western Asiatic elites who later became responsible for the Hyksos rule in Egypt. How this came about is still a mystery. As we lack parallels in the middle and in the southern Levant, the connection could only have been made by sea. This conclusion is supported by the aforementioned cylinder seal from Tell el-Dab’a.

---

**Fig. 8. The Mittanian Temple of Tell Brak (after Werner 1994, 137)**
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